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Case number: 2019/445 

Original case no: 1982/130 

In the matter of: 

THE REOPENED INQUEST: 

LATE NEIL HUDSON AGGETT 

AFFIDAVIT OF PAUL FRANCIS ERASMUS 

I, the undersigned 

PAUL FRANCIS ERASMUS 

do hereby make oath and state that: 

1. I am an adult male born on 14 February 1956. I am currently retired . 

2. Unless the context indicates otherwise, the facts contained in this affidavit are 

within my personal knowledge and are, to the best of my belief, both true and 

correct. 

3. I was a non-commissioned officer of the erstwhile Security Branch ("SB"). 

was stationed for most of my career at John Vorster Square ("JVS") and 

worked mostly in the field as a field operative and investigator. I was a member 

of the SAP from 11 January 1975 to 31 May 1993 when I was discharged on 
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medical grounds from the SAP suffering from Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder 

(PTSD) and depression. 

4. I also served for a period of a time in the counter-insurgency campaign against 

SWAPO in Namibia as part of the Koevoet police unit. I committed several 

crimes against anti-apartheid activists and received amnesty for some of these 

crimes. I cooperated with the Commission of Inquiry Regarding the Prevention 

of Public Violence and Intimidation ("the Goldstone Commission") and the 

Truth and Reconciliation Commission ("TRC") and testified before these 

bodies. 

5. I was originally due to be called as a witness for the State in these proceedings 

however last week my negotiations regarding my logistical arrangements broke 

down and as a result I now appear as a witness for the legal representatives of 

the Aggett family. I was only able to consult with these lawyers on Sunday, 10 

February, which explains the late submission of my affidavit. 

PURPOSE OF THIS AFFIDAVIT 

6. The purpose of this affidavit is to set out important events and facts regarding 

the detention and torture of prisoners at the John Vorster Square Police Station 

("JVS") which I believe may be of assistance to the reopening of the inquest 

into Dr Neil Aggett's death. 

7. When leaving the police, I kept my case books as well as many other 

documents. Some of these documents are attached to this affidavit and 

several others have been supplied to this Court in a separate bundle. I was not 
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able to bring all my relevant documents to court as there are so many and as 

aforementioned, my negotiations in relation to my logistical arrangements with 

the National Prosecuting Authority ("NPA") broke down. 

EARLY CAREER 

8. I was conscripted into the South African Defence Force ("SADF") after 

matriculating in 1975. I had heard that as an alternative to military conscription 

one could apply to the join the SAP which meant only being away from home 

for a period of 5 months for basic training. I chose this option and after basic 

training I was transferred on 5 December 1975 to the Uniform Branch, 

Cleveland in Johannesburg where I did routine police administration work. 

9. On 16 June 1976 my colleagues and I at the Cleveland Police Station were 

issued with our 7 .62 R.1. rifles and ammunition and we were sent to various 

places to quell the unrest. The following evening, I was sent to Alexandra 

township where I opened fire on a suspected looter. I was also assigned to 

Braamfontein mortuary. The carnage of those days still haunts me today. 

10. Like most white South Africans, I was convinced that communists were behind 

this horrific unrest and I felt it was my calling to devote my life to fighting this 

evil. 

11. I then decided that the best place to fight the scourge of communism was with 

the feared Security Branch. I admit I was also attracted by the 3-piece suits, 

dark glasses and big fast cars. It was common knowledge that the SB had 

license to do just about anything and were at the forefront of fighting 

communism in a no-holds-barred battle. It was a battle of good versus evil. 
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12. I was transferred to the Security Branch at John Vorster Square on 

11 January 1977 and I was attached to the so called 'Blanke Personeel' (White 

Persons), a section of the SB whose task was the investigation of white 

(Caucasian) suspects and organizations. There was of course a 'Nie Blanke 

Personeel' (Non-White Personnel) for the investigation of black suspects and 

organizations, a Coloured Personnel for Coloureds and Indians. There was 

also a separate Investigation Branch situated on the 10th Floor which had to 

prepare cases for court. 

13. In February 1979, I attended a six-week Security Course at Polkol in Pretoria 

where I obtained outstanding marks and earned the praise of the course leader, 

one Brigadier Neel's 'Sagmoedige' Du Plooy. He wanted to transfer me to Head 

Office, but I refused. He described Idealism as "Religion, Fatherland, Flag and 

Family". Du Plooy was an inspiring orator and he fired up the 70 odd students 

to dedicate their lives to stopping communists, especially white communists 

who he believed to be godless and engineering the flames of revolution. We 

studied how to undermine black consciousness, liberation theology and anti

apartheid propaganda. 

14. In one of Du Plooy's lectures on interrogation methods we were taught the 

various steps involved in breaking a suspect, which included: attack a person's 

identity and ethnicity; induce feelings of guilt; force him to betray his comrades 

and make him feel like a traitor; create belief that he or she can be destroyed at 

any time; impose total terror; and demonstrate that the only possibility of 

survival is to confess guilt. Once the above has been achieved the interrogator 

can be kind and sympathetic and he or she should be rebuilt so as to cooperate 
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with the police. Blackmail was also sanctioned on this course as a means for 

forcing a person to work as an informer for the SB. 

15. Torture methods employed during that time by me and other SB members at 

JVS included sleep deprivation, assault, forced exercise, crouching in a 

squatting position, standing and balancing on a plank or bricks for extended 

periods and electric shocks. The wet bag treatment was also utilised, but never 

by me. We were taught to torture detainees in a manner where little to no 

physical evidence of it could be found . 

16. We termed the electric shock treatment "Radio Moscow" and it involved 

connecting a small generator to an old-style telephone that produced electric 

current via 2 wires that were strategically placed on the detainee's body. A 

variation of Radio Moscow included using crocodile clips at the end of the 

electrodes and placing them on the ear lobes, nipples and fingertips of 

detainees. At other times wet cotton wool was placed around the crocodile clips 

before being attached to the skin of the detainee. 

17. I should add that in the week prior to attending to security course referred to 

above, and while monitoring a far white right-wing organisation, the National 

Front of South Africa ("NF"), I had a violent encounter with Major Arthur Benoni 

Cronwright. We also referred to Cronwright as "Little Hitler' or 'ABC'. I 

discovered Cronwright and other SB members at an NF meeting in Primrose. 

Cronwright was drunk and physically attacked me. Ironically, I was rescued by 

NF members who pulled me away from the enraged Cronwright, who was 

threatening to kill me. He subsequently warned me that if I reported his 

presence at the meeting, he would kill me. I realised that he was seriously 
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unhinged, and I feared him. I reported the incident to my superior, Jordaan, 

who advised me to go on the aforesaid security course and to forget about what 

happened. I thereafter worked hard at avoiding contact with Cronwright. 

18. In 1981 I served on the "border" in Ovamboland, Namibia with Koevoet 

("Operationg K"), which was an SB "operation.". We carried out numerous 

interrogations of suspected SWAPO sympathisers I combatants, which I can 

only describe as being incredibly brutal. No rules applied to us. Amongst our 

torture techniques was the use of electric shocks - which we referred to as 

"Radio Moscow". SB members who served on the border brought some of 

these techniques back to South Africa. 

SURVEILLANCE AND DIRTY TRICKS 

19. As a field worker my job was to study the various anti-government 

organizations, do surveillance on persons involved in these organizations and if 

possible, recruit informers. This involved direct 'intelligence gathering' and 

intelligence gathering from other sources such as the massive WH10 (postal 

interception), WH11 (telephone tapping) and WH12 (planting of listening 

devices /'bugs), also known as planting 'tomatoes'. 

20. The telephone tapping system was massive and operated in every town and 

city across South Africa. Listening devices were planted all over Johannesburg 

(and the other cities and towns) such as universities, churches, offices, homes, 

halls and countless other places. Literally any place where politically involved 

people would talk and hold meetings was targeted for monitoring. 
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21. The WH10 staff were mostly retired policeman who worked in shifts at Jeppe 

Street Post Office and transferred all suspect mail to the first floor of JVS. The 

entire first floor at JVS was devoted to this cause and where an 'assembly line' 

of older police officers steamed open letters. Some letters were photocopied, 

some destroyed and at a later stage I was given letters to adapt for purposes of 

dirty tricks. Theft of incoming donations was rife. 

22. I annex hereto marked "PFE1" extracts from my case books 5 and 6 of 1982, 

which naturally reflect only a tiny portion of the monitoring that was ongoing at 

that time. It is evident from a perusal of these extracts that several advocates 

and attorneys were targeted for monitoring, as reflected just in my case books, 

such as Arthur Chaskalson, Geoff Budlender, David Soggott, Priscilla Jana, 

Paul Pretorius and others. In particular I point out that we were intercepting the 

mail of one Lane, the attorney representing the Aggett family, as seen at the 

entry at 27 September 1982 in Case Book No. 6 of 1982 (annex PFE1 ). 

23. As the struggle against apartheid intensified, so did the staff compliment at JVS 

which expanded quite radically with a doubling and trebling of the sections and 

components to fight the war against the communists and their principle 

surrogate, the African National Congress. 

24. It seemed as if I was born to do this very demanding and yet thrilling secret 

work for my country. I soon began making something of a name for myself. I 

had some quality informers in a few key positions and I also rather daringly 

broke into a suspect's flat (Diana Mclaren) to obtain information that brought 

me the first of many commendations from Head Office for 'exceptional work 

done'. 
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25. I found myself thriving in this 'thrill enriched environment'. The SB were a law 

only to themselves and the general approach to intelligence gathering was that 

the ends justify the means. If you got the desired results it did not matter how 

you got the results. The State would protect you at all costs. This suited me 

perfectly. 

26. From literally day one in the SB I was told by my section head, Maj JHL 'Jorrie ' 

Jordaan that our work was not confined to office hours but that we, the field 

workers, must go out and make the lives of our suspects a living hell. We were 

expected to damage their property, disrupt their lives and break down their 

ability to organize. Our ultimate aim was to get them to flee South Africa. 

27. For a thrill seeker like me this was veritable 'manna' from heaven. I was soon 

in the thick of it and night after night we, as the 'Blanke Personnel', were out 

and about attacking suspects homes and causing chaos. The power 'trip' was 

intoxicating. We were above the law and could commit crimes at will, with the 

blessing of our superiors and including SB Head Office. My daring was 

respected by my superiors and I was soon promoted to Sergeant. 

28. I targeted many white 'suspects', too many to name here, but they included 

Ilona Kleinschmidt, Helen Joseph (a listed and banned communist), Reverend 

Rob Robertson, Beyers Naude, Sheila Weinberg, Cedric Mayson, Gavin 

Andersson, Liz Floyd and others. These activities included general harassment, 

desecration, arson (such as throwing bricks through windows and damaging 

cars) and the like. Amongst much false information put out, we spread a 

rumour that Auret van Heerden was a spy which seemed to be accepted by 

some in leftist circles. I applied for amnesty in respect of most of these crimes, 
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which apparently gave me the dubious distinction of holding the record for the 

highest number of amnesty applications. 

29 . These types of attacks on anti-apartheid activists were emulated across the 

country. As far as I am aware not one incident was ever brought to court and 

no police officer was ever arrested in connection with these crimes, 

notwithstanding the barrage of complaints by leftists and liberals. 

30. Eventually the ad hoc 'dirty tricks' type operations were seen as too risky and 

they were brought under the control of a national security project known as 

Stratcom (Strategic Communication) that specialised in misinformation and 

propaganda against opponents of the regime - known as soft Stratcom. Hard 

Stratcom activities included murder, bombings, sabotage, violent intimidation 

and the creating of general chaos amongst the enemies of the government. 

31 . I played a significant role in the Johannesburg branch of Stratcom from the mid-

1980s and worked with an Intelligence Unit which occupied luxury offices in 

Kent Ave, Randburg (a 'front' company called Lamont Market Research). As I 

do not wish to burden this affidavit with examples of my Stratcom work I annex 

hereto marked "PFE2" my affidavit filed in the Reopened Inquest of Ahmed 

Timol (which was exhibit "H1" in that inquest), which refers to several such 

activities. 

32. After being medically boarded at the age of 37 I was hospitalised on multiple 

occasions for treatment for depression and PSTD. 
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SECURITY BRANCH MODUS OPERANDI 

33. Dr Aggett's death must be placed in the context of the time. At the time of Dr 

Aggett's death the country was at the height of apartheid. Acting outside of the 

law was the modus operandi of the SB. 

34. History has now shown how badly detainees were treated in detention. I 

personally saw how detainees were beaten badly. When inspectors came to 

JVS detainees would often be removed from their cell for "further interrogation". 

The inspector would then be told that the detainee was not in his cell and would 

be unable to see him. The system allowed the SB to get away with practically 

anything. 

35. We were trained to apply torture to avoid detection. For example, we were 

taught that bruises lasted for about two-weeks and could be easily detected by 

doctors, so, to avoid detection, detainees should be hit with a flat hand. 

Requiring the detainee to stand for extended periods would also inflict pain but 

would not result in bruises. Sleep deprivation and psychological games were 

common. 

36. Detainees would be strangled until they were on the edge and believed they 

were on the brink of death. This would also be done by placing a wet bag over 

the detainee's head and suffocating him until near unconscious. I witnessed 

this but did not perform it myself. 

37. The SB also employed sweepers to clean up after incidents. Officers who 

would "fix problems" by covering them up. One of the sweepers who would 

assist at JVS was senior detective Brigadier Quartus Grobler. The SB at 
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various times enjoyed cosy relationships with important functionaries in the 

criminal justice system, such as former Attorney General of the Witwatersrand 

Klaus van Lieres und Wilkau and others. 

CELLS AT JVS 

38. I would occasionally question detainees while they were locked in their cells at 

JVS, however I never tortured any detainee in his cell. This would not be 

possible because of the noise factor. Accordingly, detainees would be taken to 

the tenth floor for interrogation, and of course the application of force. 

39. There was a way to enter the cells without going through the administration 

office on the 2nd floor cell block. In any event if the SB did not want a paper 

trail, particularly at night-time, this would not be difficult to arrange. It must be 

remembered that the SB had officers who retained keys offsite and they could 

provide access into the cells, via the alternative route. 

SOMERSET WEST OPERATION 

40. I was aware that there was a major investigation in progress in late 1981 I early 

1982 and that there were many suspects in detention and being interrogated. 

Amongst those in detention were Auret Van Heerden, Barbara Hogan, Maurice 

Smithers and several others. If I recall correctly, the investigation was referred 

to as the "Barbara Hogan investigation" and the object was to try all or many of 

these suspects in a grand treason trial. 
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41. On 5 February 1982 one of these suspects, Dr. Neil Hudson Aggett was found 

hanging in his cell at John Vorster Square. Neil Aggett was, I believe, the 51 51 

death in Security Branch detention and the first white detainee to die in 

detention. The protests poured in from all over the world and enraged the local 

trade union movement. I was aware that after the killing of Steve Biko in 

detention the French Government immediately cancelled a contract to supply 

the South African navy with 5 frigates. 

42. Towards the end of March 1982, I was met in my office on the 9th Floor by Lt 

Stephan Whitehead ("Whitehead") from the Investigation Branch who asked 

me that I was to accompany him on a "top secret countywide mission". He 

informed me that they had a problem and that I would be able to assist with my 

experience in covert operations. I was not too keen to work with him as I 

considered him to be rude and condescending. However, I needed the money, 

and would be ordered anyway, so I agreed. During missions outside the office 

we earned a daily subsistence allowance. 

43. It appeared that I had been chosen for this mission as I had a very good record 

in the field having had considerable success with the covert gathering 

information, some by illegal means. 

44. I accompanied Whitehead to the head of the SB in Johannesburg, Brigadier 

H.C. 'Hennie' Muller ("Muller") who stressed the importance of this mission. He 

advised me that the precise nature of the mission would only be divulged to me 

by Whitehead when we were underway the next day. Muller said that our 

operation had the blessing of head office and that the success of our mission 

was of cardinal importance to the future of the SB and the country. He said 
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further that if we fared badly in the inquest into Aggett's death it would "sink the 

ship." I took this to mean that we had to try and ensure that the State was 

absolved of all liability in the upcoming inquest. 

45. I should add that there was an added dimension, namely that of Stephan 

Whitehead himself. He was an ambitious young Lieutenant whose father was a 

senior official in the police. Whitehead was self-centred and a careerist. He 

wanted to get a law degree and move up the chain of command quickly. If he 

was disciplined or convicted of any crime in connection with Neil Aggett then 

this would have been the end of his career prospects. Whitehead was willing to 

do anything to stop this from happening. 

46. Our mission was to include visits to Aggett's school in Grahamstown and the 

family home in Somerset West. On the drive down to the Cape, Whitehead 

advised that we had a simple brief, namely, to put Aggett's life under the 

proverbial microscope and enable the State to prove that he was a "walking 

suicide". The serious hammering the SAP and the Government took after the 

death of Biko could quite simply not be repeated. He said we had a completely 

free hand to go anywhere and do anything if it contributed to the success of the 

mission. 

4 7. Whitehead advised that we had to show that even if Dr Aggett had been 

arrested for a parking offence then he probably would have committed suicide. 

In Whitehead's words, "ons moet bewys dat Aggett uit say ma se poes geval 

het met 'n gelaaide en ingepakte pistool na sy tempel" ("we must prove that 

Aggett was dropped from his mother's womb holding a loaded and cocked 

pistol to his temple"). 




